Happy New Year from your friends in Earth Sciences! In 2017 our team
continued to evolve–adding two new permanent staff (Natalie Toth & Kristen
MacKenzie), moving the bulk of our collections underground, and making some
unexpected scientific discoveries–like the Thornton Torosaurus. With our
community partners we created a new stratigraphic chart and tool for Colorado
geology, built an AR Sandbox for the Museum, and published some
breathtaking research. Some of our science is even featured in the Ultimate
Dinosaurs traveling exhibit–here until January 15th.

Our department benefited from incredible generosity in 2017, perhaps capped
by donations of the Hankla, Hollingsworth, and Izett families' dinosaur, trilobite,
and rock collections. Sadly, 2017 also brought the unexpected passing of our
colleague and Chief Preparator Mike Getty (above right), whose mentoring of

students and volunteers was as legendary as his ability to find fossils. One way
to honor his legacy is here.

Our team continues to pay it forward, and over the last year we helped 18
members of the next generation get their start in science, as departmental
Interns and as Teen Science Scholars. Read some of their news below,
together with updates from our alumni, volunteers, and staff. We hope 2018 will
be good to you, and if you're in the neighborhood, please stop by the
department to say howdy or attend one of our free colloquium talks!

CURRENT STAFF & INTERNS
Natalie Toth is our new Preparator, joining us from Salt
Lake City where she worked at the NHMU. Originally
from Chicagoland, she's been making her mark at the
Museum, including participating in field work in New
Mexico, Wyoming, the Dakotas, and metro Denver. The
department's three labs continue to prep fossil material
from the Rocky Mountain region and Madagascar. With
the exciting discovery of the Thornton Torosaurus, the

lab's volunteer team has been working at breakneck
pace to get it ready for analysis. Natalie is thrilled to be a
part of the DMNS team and has enjoyed getting to know
and work alongside an amazing group of volunteers.
Also new in the lab is Justy Alicea, our Interim
Preparator. Justy spent much of his professional life on
the east coast and has extensive fossil preparation and
casting and molding experience. While an
undergraduate at Stony Brook, he worked with Dave
Krause and Joe Groenke on preparation, casting, and
molding of Madagascar material. More recently he
worked as Senior Preparator at the AMNH where he
prepared, molded, and casted fossils from around the
world, as well as trained new volunteers. We’re thrilled
to have him as a part of the Department of Earth
Sciences, or DES, team!
Interning in the lab is Will Bullard, whose geology
background coupled with his past experience in the field
with the Museum's DES team made him a great asset.
In 2017, Will not only honed his vertebrate fossil
preparation skills and expanded his field work
experience, but also contributed hundreds of hours to
the lab working alongside volunteers and assisting them
with a variety of fossil projects, including the Thornton
Torosaurus. After his internship comes to a close, Will is
hoping to attend graduate school in the Rocky Mountain
region to learn more about invertebrate fossils in the
American west.

Lindsay Dougan is our new Digital Imaging Technician,
coming to us from CU Anschutz where she received a
M.S. in human anatomy and clinical imaging. Lindsay
built the department's new Digital Imaging Laboratory,
and is teaching volunteers and interns the imaging
modalities needed to tease information from CT X-ray
data–whether from Cretaceous mammals or "recent"
mummies. Her favorite aspect of the job, aside from all
the awesome technology, is that she gets to flex her
comparative anatomy skills to decipher the differences
and similarities between taxa.
Together with Intern Leanne DeMay, a former student of
Dave Krause, Lindsay's had a blast teaching this new
technology to volunteers. They've been impressed by
volunteers' ability to pick up concepts, work through
difficult datasets, and troubleshoot some really strange
morphologies. Strange? That's par for the fossil record!
Dave Krause, our Senior Curator of Vertebrate
Paleontology, spent much of 2017 transitioning from the
professor world to the curator world. He published the
first record of Cretaceous multituberculate mammals in
the southern hemisphere and began describing and
analyzing a new game-changing mammalian fossil from
the Late Cretaceous of Madagascar.

Paralleling his research, Dave has increasingly become
an advocate for “Science with a Social Conscience.” The
premise is that field scientists travel to some pretty
remote places and encounter indigenous human
populations that are essentially neglected by the rest of
the world, even their own governments. This doesn't just
happen in far-flung places like Madagascar but also in
rural areas of southern Colorado and New Mexico.

Scientists benefit greatly from working in these remote
areas, whether by collecting specimens or some data.
So rather than only taking from these communities,
scientists can give back, either through advocacy or by
direct support. In Madagascar, Dave's done just that–
leading by example by creating the Ankizy Fund.
Taylor Foreman, our Business Support Specialist and
Budget Jedi Master, made sure the bills were paid and
our operations and fieldwork kept scooting along. She
helped with everything from fieldwork planning, to grant
administration, to intern and staff onboarding and
offboarding, to supporting our labs. Taylor's played
some part in every major project and event in our
department and is our administrative champion when
things get out of line. To that end she supported the
reorganization of our "silo" in the Museum, the Research
& Collections Division (aka RCD), making the transition
seamless for us. When not at the Museum she's
pursuing her MBA in the evenings at CU Boulder. This
Fall she even did some fieldwork, helping excavate the
Thornton Torosaurus. Talk about someone who can do it
all! Thank you Taylor! We are lucky to have you!
Ian Miller, DES Chair and Curator of Paleobotany,
steered us through our division's reorg, helped us raise
money, secure new spaces to work, and helped inform
the search for the new Vice President for RCD. Ian also
led a museum-wide initiative called the "Natural World of
Colorado," which is paving the way for how the Museum
reaches all its audiences in the future. In the field, Ian
worked with palynologist and DES Research Associate
Antoine Bercovici (holding eggplant) and Tyler Lyson
on an unusually preserved Paleocene flora and fauna
south of Denver. He also squeezed in a bit of fieldwork

with Joe Sertich in South Dakota and New Mexico.
Finally, Ian traveled as a lecturing geologist to
Antarctica, China and Japan's Ryukyu Islands.
In eastern Colorado, he helped shepherd designation of
the West Bijou Site as a National National Landmark by
the NPS. Protection of this world-class, easily-accessible
Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg; formerly K-T) boundary
site is a major success for scientists and citizens
everywhere.

In 2017, Kristen MacKenzie became our permanent Collections Manager and spent most
of the year moving tons of rocks. Literally! Rocks shaped like animals, rocks in plaster,
space rocks (meteorites), and more rocks! Collections volunteers have big muscles these
days! Maybe not as big as Tyler Lyson’s, but we’re all a little more buff after moving out of
nine rooms throughout the Museum and parking garage. Just take a look at the Big Bone
Room, above.

All the while, our collections grew tremendously, through
field collection and from major donations of rocks,
invertebrates and duck-billed dinosaurs. Next year we'll
tackle the Land Bank's trove of field jackets–eventually
moving them to the Figgins Annex. Stay tuned for more
big changes in Collections in 2018!

Joe Sertich, our Curator of Dinosaurs, kicked off 2017
by relocating historic localities in the Jurassic Morrison
Fm. of northwestern Colorado, including spending time
with India Wood at her iconic Allosaurus site. In New
Mexico his Laramidia Project team finished excavating a
huge Pentaceratops skull as well as a skull of the
duckbilled dinosaur Parasaurolophus. He also spent
time in Wyoming's Bridger Fm. with Richard Stucky,
Kristen MacKenzie, and Paul Murphey, filming a new
video for the Museum's Eocene exhibit in Prehistoric
Journey. Partnering with our commercial counterparts,
he spearheaded two weeks of field collecting at the
famous "Sandy Site" in the Hell Creek Fm. of South
Dakota. New raptor dinosaurs and giant turtles abound!
Joe's field season culminated in the Thornton
Torosaurus excavation, a discovery that we shared with
nearly a billion people around the world! Joe also
facilitated the largest dinosaur donation in DMNS
history, a collection of more than 6,000 duck-billed
dinosaur bones from Wyoming. Many thanks to the
Hankla Family of Danville, Kentucky, including DES
Research Associate John Hankla!

Samantha Sands, our Earth & Space Science Program
Specialist, helped connect the public with the latest
advances in earth science–both in the Museum and in
the field. Onsite, she helped Digital Media and the PJ
Core Team update the vintage videos in Prehistoric
Journey. Next time you're in town, be sure to see the
new K-Pg video featuring Gabi Rosetto (Intern and
Collections Assistant, '15-'17) and Curator Tyler Lyson.
Or check out the modern rendition of Richard Stucky's
(Volunteer, Curator, VP, '71-'75, '89-'14) classic Eocene
video. In the field, Samantha led the Museum's
Dinosaurs by Canoe trip, exploring Mesozoic strata
exposed along the Colorado River.
Tyler Lyson, our Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology,
spent a good chunk of 2017 in the field, looking for
fossils in rocks immediately after the K-Pg extinction.
Together with Ian Miller, they discovered some
spectacular articulated skeletons in the interval just
above the extinction, including some from right here in
Colorado!
With current Intern Yann Rollot, they're constructing 3D
models of these spectacular fossils from CT-scans in our
new Digital Imaging Lab. Tyler and his team also
discovered a 6.5 ft by 5 ft, 4860 lbs, Triceratops skull in
Montana–one of the largest ever discovered!

With fellow curator Joe Sertich, Tyler also published a
description of the oldest snapping/mud turtle from
southern Utah. They honored DES patron and Volunteer
Dave Warren by naming the turtle after him–Lutemys
warreni.

Moe Shuley, Coordinator of our 300+ "Behind-theScenes" Volunteers, has been at the Museum for over
20 years. When not ordering replacement badges or
telling curators (particularly James H.) that their
Volunteers can't have RFID-based badge access to the
entire universe, she is busy refilling her Diet Coke.
Outside of Earth Sciences, she's a fan of reality TV,
Walking Dead, and Stranger Things.
Allie Byrd Skaer is our Volunteer Engagement
Specialist and shepherds our Interns and Teen Science
Scholars. Her background in horticulture and education
together with her experience working at botanical
gardens made her an instant hit when she joined the
Museum. Plus we like it when she occasionally schools
our resident paleobotanist, Ian Miller! When she's not at
the DMNS, she can be found gardening, hiking, or
caring for her cats and rats.
DES Research Associate Bob Raynolds continued to
push boundaries for effectively communicating earth
science–by leveraging new tools available on our
phones, by surfing digital earths in the Museum's dome,
and leading field trips on bus, on foot, and even by
canoe. At the same time, Bob helped coax the next
generation of scientists to think deeply about shaping
their and our future–both in far-off venues like Kenya's

Turkana Basin, and right here in our backyard at the
DMNS and Colorado School of Mines. Sounds similar to
Dave Krause's Science with a Social Conscience.
Partnering with the Colorado Geological Survey, James
Hagadorn, and the region's extensive earth science
community, Bob helped revise Colorado's stratigraphic
framework, giving us a new springboard for
understanding the geology underfoot. If you'd like a copy
of the new Colorado Stratigraphy Chart, please let us
know!

James Hagadorn, our Tim & Kathryn Ryan Curator of
Geology, spent most of 2017 helping reorganize and
move the mineral, rock, meteorite, and invertebrate
fossil collections. They're now safely tucked away in
"B1" and "B2" in the Avenir Collections Facility. Soon the
familiar but cacophonous old geology collections room
will become a multi-level hub for the Museum's IT
department.
Dr. J also helped host the 50th annual Denver Gem &
Mineral Show, led field trips to local hot springs, and
managed to squeeze a bit of fieldwork in–including
rafting the Grand Canyon, helping Tyler Lyson and Ian
Miller with their Colorado Springs site, surfing the
Permo-Triassic of Colorado's North Park and Eagle
Basins, and blitzing across some of British Columbia's
really old (and really vegetated!) volcanics.

AWARDS

Our department's heart and soul are our Volunteers, who routinely go above and beyond
the call of duty. In 2017 we gave special recognition (and an inscribed rock hammer!) to
Ken Paul (Lab Award - Prep, above left), Tony DiCroce (Lab Award - Molding & Casting),
Mike Richardson (Collections Award), Dena Meade-Hunter (Service Award), and
Charles Nelson (Collections Award).

PASSINGS

As we continue to build on the work of our predecessors, we're deeply grateful for the
contributions of Volunteers we lost in 2017, including Sharon Hannu (above left), Jim
Hurlbut, Sue Ellen Alishouse, Charles Roubique, and Don McCuan.

ALUMNI
Ellen Roth (Volunteer, '11-'13), says howdy from down
the hall, where she works as an Audience Research &
Evaluation Associate at the DMNS. Ellen graduated from
Colorado State in 2012 with a BA in History. She then
worked in a variety of museums and zoos while
completing her MA in Museology at the University of
Washington. In her graduate research she focused on
evaluating visitor engagement with zoo animals,
particularly through the animal enrichment practice of
carcass feeding. In addition to working at the DMNS,
she also does Research & Evaluation consulting with the
Denver Zoo.

It was a busy summer for the 2017 DES Teen Science Scholars (Blen Abamecha, Laurel
Butterworth, Khalil Flowers, Jairo Fontes, Leslie Gutierrez, Kathleen Laughton, Aeon
Way-Smith, and Brynn Wooten). Under the guidance of Kent Hups, they worked in the
field with Tyler Lyson and Ian Miller, focusing on early Paleogene fossils near Colorado
Springs. The teens spent two weeks in the field prospecting and removing material
identified in earlier expeditions. That is, when they weren't dodging flash floods! The rest

of the summer they worked with Kristen MacKenzie to look through hundreds of pounds of
matrix for small mammal bones. One thing they discovered was that when you look for a
post-extinction disaster fauna you should expect to find a lot of nothing–which they did.
That's science for ya!
Sean Buck (Teen Science Scholar, '08) is currently
finishing up his fourth year of medical school at the
University of Wisconsin, where he is specializing in
family medicine. He continues to enjoy running and
hiking, and recently he stopped by the museum's field
site in Wyoming. Lately, he’s been all over the West for
residency interviews and has also been able to travel to
Japan, South America, and West Africa for research.
Wouldn't it be cool if he landed a residency in Denver!
Sariah Rushing (Collections Assistant, '17) and Geoff
Flora (Volunteer, Collections Assistant, '15-'17) were a
key part of our collections move and
reorganization. Initially they worked on Joe Sertich's
NSF collections grant to rehouse and organize
vertebrate fossils, and later helped with moving and
reorganizing the rest of the department's collections.

In the process, Geoff and Sariah both presented
research at SVP this past Fall, and by the end of the
year established a new DMNS record–cataloguing
66,383 vertebrate specimens. Wow! Sariah is currently
managing inventory for Target while looking for her next
museum gig and Geoff is freelancing with Rocky
Mountain Paleo Solutions.

Isiah Newbins (Teen Science Scholar, '16) is now
studying biology at CU Colorado Springs. He's currently
looking for internships, with an eye toward studying
abroad someday. In college, he's also exploring his
passions in writing and photography, with hopes of
potentially double-majoring in one of the two along with
biology.

In August, Isiah, Tyler Lyson, and Jeremy Wyman
(Intern, '17) were featured in an article in Smithsonian
Magazine for research they conducted over the last
couple of years. Jeremy has just enrolled at the
University of Pennsylvania, where he'll hopefully do
much better than Penn alum and DES Curator James
Hagadorn, who studied geology and paleontology there
back in the era of big hair and grunge rock ('91).
2017's indomitable "DMNS Move Squad" of Chelsea
Bitting (Volunteer and Intern, '16-'17), Adam Parker
(Intern, '17), Aly Tucker (Collections Assistant, '17), and
Nate Campanella (Volunteer and Intern, '16-'17, below
left) gave our department the most incredible gift - an
inventoried, catalogued, and organized collection of
rocks, minerals, and meteorites.

Along the way, they gave tours, helped refine the
museum's database system, and hosted stunning
displays for the museum's annual fundraiser–Museum
After Dark. The theme for the event was... you guessed
it... The ROCK Collection! At present, they're launching
their careers. Chelsea is volunteering for the National
Park Service and looking for a permanent gig in the
nonprofit world. Adam is working at Insight Photonic
Solutions, calibrating lasers and helping develop new
laser-based applications. That is, when he's not making

mineral-inspired jewelry! Aly is working at Steamboat
Resort and pursuing the adventure bug with recent trips
to Glacier, Banff, and Jasper National Parks. She even
tried her hand at lobstering–realizing that fishing isn't her
bag, but hanging out on boats is pretty fun. Nate is
working at a locally-owned craft beverage store, and
learning the ropes of Colorado's game-changing spirit
industry. On weekends you might find him catching air
above the bowls of his favorite skate park!
Research Associate Mac West ('12-'15) is a consultant
to museums worldwide, something that gives him a
broad perspective on how paleontology exhibits evolve.
Although constantly on the search for museums that are
doing interesting new things with their exhibits, Mac
doesn't lose sight of the specimens that underpin our
past. For example, London's NHM just replaced their
historic cast of Diplodocus, provided to them in 1905 by
Andrew Carnegie, with the skeleton of a blue whale that
washed ashore in Ireland in 1891. This exhibit upgrade
will permit "Dippy" to tour the UK for the next two years,
exciting the British population about the museum and
the science of paleontology. Mac was elated to hear of
our recent Torosaurus discovery, because it conjured
memories of the Montana Torosaurus that he helped
excavate for the Milwaukee Public Museum in 1981.
After leaving the Museum, Department Associate Len
Keller ('00-'12) spent several years “snowbirding”
between Denver and Florida with his wife, Sandy. They
recently moved full time to Boca Raton, FL. Although
Len hasn't actively collected minerals since leaving
Colorado, he often helps neighbors identify specimens in
their collections. Len and Sandy are enjoying their
"leisure life" to the fullest–cruising to various locations in

the Caribbean. Although they have several children in
the Denver area they haven't had the opportunity to visit
long enough to peruse the new Earth Sciences “Digs” at
the museum. They hope to do that sometime soon.
Kristian Benson (Intern and Volunteer, '96-'98)
currently lives in Boulder, CO with his wife and kids,
ages 3 and 10. He works for MWH Constructors as a
civil engineer, primarily building waste-water
infrastructure. His family enjoys hiking, camping, skiing,
and travel. In 2017, he and his family took a driving trip
to southwest Colorado, stopping at Great Sand Dunes
National Park, Durango and Mesa Verde National Park.
Someday he hopes to take his clan to the fabled fossil
grounds of Douglas Pass.
Pike Holman (Volunteer, '10-'16) is currently pursuing
his M.S. at Fort Hays State University, focused on
determining if the rib histology of the plesiosaur
Dolichorhynchops osborni can be used to estimate age
and ontogenetic stage. He's given talks on his skeletal
maturity work at the KS Academy of Science and a
poster at the SVP meeting in Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
Pike's been teaching intro-geology labs and TA-ing the
capstone geology field camp course. For field camp he
mentored projects in Red Rocks, Dinosaur National
Monument, Price, Durango, Silverton, and Moab. One of
his duties as TA was to manage and cook for the camp,
where he channeled his inner Mike Getty to make some
pretty delicious meals of the same caliber you’d find in a
DMNS field camp.

Over the summer Pike took a road trip with fellow FHSU
graduate student Cyrus Green (DMNS Intern, '11-'15) to
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks, visiting
Dinosaur Provincial Park and the Royal Tyrell Museum
in Alberta–places where both the Sternbergs (for which
the FHSU Sternberg Museum is named) and Mike Getty
cut their teeth.

Since leaving Denver and settling in the cozy coastal
crescent of Santa Cruz, Alex Florimonte (Volunteer,
'10-'12) has become a champion for the Parkinson's
Disease community. At the same time, she's continued
her passion for singing through involvement with the
Santa Cruz Chorale and by raising money to support the
local Parkinson's community and its singing group,
Tremolos. After a brief return to science teaching in a
local middle school, Alex discovered that her new
passion for research was not geological in nature–but
rather was genealogical. She's so dedicated to this
research that she confesses to having purchased an app
that automatically freezes her computer screen every
hour so that she remembers to stand up, stretch, and
see what else is happening around her!

Thanks for your support. Please send us your news!
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